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Injecting drug use is the main risk of hepatitis C virus (HCV) transmission in most developed
countries. HCV antiviral treatment (peginterferon-a 1 ribavirin) has been shown to be cost-
effective for patients with no reinfection risk. We examined the cost-effectiveness of providing
antiviral treatment for injecting drug users (IDUs) as compared with treating ex/non-IDUs or
no treatment. A dynamic model of HCV transmission and disease progression was developed,
incorporating: a fixed number of antiviral treatments allocated at the mild HCV stage over 10
years, no retreatment after treatment failure, potential reinfection, and three baseline IDU
HCV chronic prevalence scenarios (20%, 40%, and 60%). We performed a probabilistic cost-
utility analysis estimating long-term costs and outcomes measured in quality adjusted life years
(QALYs) and calculating the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) comparing treating
IDUs, ex/non-IDUs, or no treatment. Antiviral treatment for IDUs is the most cost-effective
option in the 20% and 40% baseline chronic prevalence settings, with ICERs compared with
no treatment of £521 and £2,539 per QALY saved, respectively. Treatment of ex/non-IDUs is
dominated in these scenarios. At 60% baseline prevalence, treating ex/non-IDUs is slightly
more likely to be the more cost-effective option (with an ICER compared with no treatment
of £6,803), and treating IDUs dominated due to high reinfection. A sensitivity analysis indi-
cates these rankings hold even when IDU sustained viral response rates as compared with ex/
non-IDUs are halved. Conclusion: Despite the possibility of reinfection, the model suggests
providing antiviral treatment to IDUs is the most cost-effective policy option in chronic preva-
lence scenarios less than 60%. Further research on how HCV treatment for injectors can be
scaled up and its impact on prevalence is warranted. (HEPATOLOGY 2012;55:49-57)

C
hronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection
results in over 350,000 deaths per year.1 In
many developed countries, injection drug use

is the key HCV transmission risk.2,3 For example,
90% of infections acquired in the UK are through
injections.4 Treatment and prevention of HCV trans-
mission among injecting drug users (IDUs), therefore,
is critical to reducing the burden of liver disease.2 HCV
chronic prevalence within IDU populations varies
widely, from below 20% to over 60%.5 Prevention
measures such as opiate substitution therapy and high
coverage needle and syringe programs can reduce HCV
transmission.6,7 It is less clear, however, whether current
strategies have had a population-level impact.8,9

Previous mathematical modeling work suggested
HCV antiviral treatment could prevent HCV transmis-
sion.10,11 Current HCV antiviral treatment regimens
can achieve a sustained viral response (SVR) in 45%
(genotype 1) to 80% (genotype 2/3) of infections and
economic evaluations suggest treatment is cost-effective
for populations with no risk of reinfection.12-15
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Currently, few active injectors are treated, primarily
because physicians have concerns over compliance and
reinfection.16,17 Emerging evidence suggests injectors
can exhibit similar compliance and response rates to
non- or ex-IDUs,18 and reinfection in the first year is
low,19 leading to many countries (such as the U.S.,
U.K., and Australia) recommending treatment, regard-
less of current drug use status.13,20,21 However, a lack
of treatment infrastructure to reach this population,
low treatment willingness, and high psychiatric comor-
bidity may contribute to low treatment rates.
In this study we used a dynamic HCV transmission

model among active IDUs (hereafter referred to as
IDUs) to determine the cost-effectiveness of providing
antiviral treatment to IDUs compared with treating
ex- or non-IDUs or no treatment.

Materials and Methods

Model. We utilized an open dynamic model of
HCV transmission and antiviral treatment among
IDUs, accounting for the prevention effects of antiviral
treatment on HCV transmission (schematic in Sup-
porting Materials). New susceptible injectors enter the
IDU population and may exit through cessation or
death without becoming HCV-infected. Susceptible
IDUs become infected at a rate proportional to the
number of susceptibles, the fraction of the IDU popu-
lation infected, and the infection rate. If infected, a
proportion (�26%22) spontaneously clear the virus,
with the remainder progressing to chronic infection.
The model tracks progression through HCV disease

states: mild, moderate, cirrhosis, decompensated cir-
rhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma, liver transplant, post-
transplant, and liver-related death.12,23-25 Onward
infections among IDUs can be averted after successful
treatment, but IDUs can also be reinfected, subse-
quently reentering their previous most advanced HCV
disease state. Ex/non-IDUs who are treated have no
reinfection risk. Successfully treated IDUs can be rein-
fected and retreated, but those who fail treatment are
ineligible for retreatment.
We randomly sample most epidemiological and dis-

ease transition probabilities, costs, and health benefits
from probabilistic distributions (Tables 1-3). For each
of the 1,000 sampled parameter sets, we simulate three
chronic HCV baseline prevalence scenarios in injector
populations at equilibrium without treatment (20%,
40%, and 60%), obtaining matched simulations for
each prevalence setting and treatment scenario. This
gives endemic infection population numbers in each
disease category (IDU and ex/non-IDU) given a total
population of 1,000 IDUs.
Costs are valued in 2010 UK pounds (£1 ¼ 1.15

Eur ¼ $1.60 USD) and health outcomes are expressed
in quality adjusted life years (QALYs). For each treat-
ment scenario we calculate the incremental cost-effec-
tiveness ratio (ICER, the change in costs divided by
the change in QALYs), which indicates the cost per
QALY gained. An intervention with an ICER falling
below a designated government or healthcare provider-
defined threshold would be considered cost-effective.
Additionally, we present simulation results on a cost-
effectiveness plane, a graphical method to display

Table 1. Epidemiological and Disease Progression Parameters

Parameter: Transition Probabilities and Rates Mean Value [95% Interval] Distribution Units Ref.

Mild to moderate transition probability, TP* 0.025 [0.018-0.033] Beta (38.086, 1485.3516) Per year 12

Moderate to cirrhosis TP* 0.037 [0.025-0.052] Beta (26.905,700.2582) Per year 12

Cirrhosis to decompensated cirrhosis TP* 0.039 [0.030-0.083] Beta (14.617,260.1732) Per year 12

Cirrhosis/decompensated cirrhosis to HCC TP* 0.014 [0.002-0.039] Beta (1.9326,136.1074) Per year 12

Decompensated cirrhosis/HCC to transplant TP* 0.03 [0.012-0.056] Beta (6.5256,210.9945) Per year 12

Transplant to death TP* 0.21 [0.127-0.307] Beta (16.276,61.2294) Per year 12

Post transplant to death TP* 0.057 [0.037-0.082] Beta (22.902,378.8825) Per year 12

Decompensated cirrhosis to death TP* 0.13 [0.111-0.150] Beta (147.03, 983.97) Per year 12

HCC to death TP* 0.43 [0.372-0.489] Beta (117.1, 155.23) Per year 12

Sustained viral response (SVR)

Genotype 1 0.45 Uniform (0.40,0.50) — 13,30-32

Genotype 2/3 0.80 Uniform (0.75,0.80) — 13,30-32

Proportion population genotype 1 0.5 — — 13

Average lifespan (age 20 in 2010) 76 [75.9-76.1] Normal (76,0.06) years 28,43

Average injecting duration† 11 [6.25-15.75] Uniform (6,16) years 29,33,44,45

Average excess IDU death rate (excluding HCV related death) 0.01 Poisson Per year 42

Rate IDUs enter the IDU population Fit to total population of 1000 injectors — Per year

Infection rate Fit to give prevalence considered — Per year

All annual rates converted to transition probabilities in model. HCC: hepatocellular carcinoma.

*TP: transition probability.

†Average duration of injecting career until permanent cessation.
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differences in costs and QALYs between healthcare
strategies for each simulation undertaken. Costs and
health benefits are discounted at 3.5% per year in the
base case according to UK National Institute for Clini-
cal Excellence (NICE) guidelines.26 We use a cycle
length of 6 months.
Treatment Options and Specifics. For each baseline

chronic prevalence (20%, 40%, and 60%) we compare
the following scenarios: 1. No treatment (best sup-
portive care) among both IDUs and ex/non-
IDUs. 2. Treatment (peginterferon þ ribavirin) at a
mild stage for only IDUs. 3. Treatment (peginter-
feron þ ribavirin) at a mild stage for only ex/non-
IDUs.
We define best supportive care as a care package

that does not involve an antiviral treatment, but
includes inpatient/outpatient services, investigations,
procedures, and blood tests (details in Supporting
Materials). In our base analysis, we considered a fixed
and realistic treatment number (10 per year in our
population of 1,000 injectors) for a program of 10
years. To account for prevention benefits, we calculate
costs and QALYs for a further 40 years giving a total
time horizon of 50 years (leading to conservative cost-
effectiveness estimates, as not all future prevention
benefits are included).
Transition Probabilities. Transition probabilities

between HCV disease states are taken from previous
economic analyses and empirical studies (Table
1).12,15,24,25 New injectors enter the model at 20 years
old, and injectors have an elevated chance of death

(due to overdose, etc.) compared with the ex/non-IDU
population,27 who have an average lifespan of
76 years.28 UK-specific death rates are assumed.27,29

We sampled from published antiviral treatment
(peginterferon-a þ ribavirin) SVR probabilities,13,30-32

and assumed a distribution of 50% genotype 1 and
50% genotype 2/3 infections.13 We employed current
NICE guidelines for treatment duration by responder
type and genotype.13 Preliminary studies suggest that
SVR rates are equal between IDU and ex/non-IDUs,18

so we assumed this in our base case.
Utilities. Health utilities (measured in QALYs) for

each disease state for ex/non-IDUs were taken from
previous economic analyses and the mild HCV trial
(Table 2).12,15 In line with previous analyses, we assume
the baseline (uninfected) IDU health utility is less than
for non/ex-IDUs (uniformly sampled from 0.8-0.9).33

Lacking data on IDU HCV utility values, we assumed
equal utility values for infected IDUs as ex/non-IDUs.
As a result, the subsequent utility loss upon infection is
lower for IDUs than ex/non-IDU. Thus, the benefit
of preventing an IDU infection is less than for the
noninjection population. Additionally, we assume an
uninfected utility value for non/ex-IDUs of 1.0.
Costs. We adopt a healthcare provider perspective

on costs, with all results inflated to 2010 UK pounds
using the hospital community health services pay and
prices index. Antiviral treatment (peginterferon-a þ
ribavirin) costs were taken from the British National
Formulary34 (mean cost £5,406 for 24 weeks, sampled
uniformly between £4,806-£6,418, and halved/

Table 2. Health Utility Values

Parameter: Utility Values Mean Yearly Value [95% Interval] Distribution Ref.

Uninfected

Ex/non-IDU 1 N/A

IDU 0.85 Uniform [0.8-0.9] 33

Mild HCV* 0.77 [0.74-0.80] Beta (521.238,155.6943) 12,15,24

Moderate HCV* 0.66 [0.60-0.72] Beta (168.246,86.6723) 12,15,24

Cirrhosis* 0.55 [0.44-0.65] Beta (47.1021,38.5381) 12,15,24

Decompensated cirrhosis* 0.45 [0.39-0.51] Beta (123.75,151.25) 12,15,24,46

HCC* 0.45 [0.39-0.51] Beta (123.75,151.25) 12,15,24,46

Liver transplant* 0.45 [0.39-0.51] Beta (123.75,151.25) 12,15,24

Post transplant* 0.67 [0.53-0.79] Beta (32,16) 15,46

On treatment

Mild* 0.66 [0.59-0.73] Beta (115.706,59.6063) 12,15,24,46

Moderate* 0.55 [0.44-0.65] Beta (47.1021,38.5381) 12,15,24,46

SVR

Mild*,† 0.82 [0.73-0.90] Beta (65.8678, 14.4588) 12,15,24,46

Moderate* 0.72 [0.62-0.81] Beta (58.0608, 22.5792) 12,15,24,46

*Value for both IDU and ex/non-IDU.

†For IDU, Mild SVR cannot exceed uninfected IDU utility value. Hence, Mild IDU SVR ¼ minimum utility for mild SVR and utility for uninfected IDU. HCC: hepato-

cellular carcinoma.
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Table 3. Cost Inputs

Parameter: Costs

Mean

2003-2004

Value** Distribution Units Ref.

HCV infection-related costs*

Annual Mild HCV 138 Gamma (25.7,5.3698) £ per year 12,15

Annual Moderate HCV 717 Gamma (88.85,8.0698) £ per year 12,15

Annual Cirrhosis 1138 Gamma (24.234,46.984) £ per year 12,15

Annual HCC 8127 Gamma (18.108,448.8045) £ per year 12

Annual Decompensated cirrhosis 9120 Gamma (36.0249,253.1582) £ per year 12,15

Liver transplant 27330 Gamma (89.7536,304.5004) £ per transplant 12

Hospital costs year of transplant 9458 Gamma (13.7788,686.4168) £ per year 12

Annual Post transplant 1385 Gamma (15.2189,91.0053) £ per year 12

Annual Mild SVR 259 Gamma (28.8141, 8.9887) £ per year 12

Annual Moderate SVR 717 Gamma (89.004,8.0557) £ per year 12

Annual Cirrhosis SVR 1138 Gamma (25.81,44.091) £ per year 12

Antiviral treatment delivery costs†
Outpatient evaluation†

Staff 35.59 Varied by staff cost variation‡
Varied by test cost variation§

£ per treatment 12

Tests 201.31

Outpatient further investigation visit†

12Staff 29.64 Varied by staff cost variation‡
Varied by test cost variation§

£ per treatment

Tests 606.32

First treatment appointment†
12Staff 44.43 Varied by staff cost variation‡

Varied by test cost variation§
£ per treatment

Tests 166.31

Basic assessments (total for weeks 1,2,4)†
12Staff 47.17 Varied by staff cost variation‡

Varied by test cost variation§
£ per treatment

Tests 34.92

Extended assessments (total for weeks 4,8)†
12Staff 31.45 Varied by staff cost variation‡

Varied by test cost variation§
£ per treatment

Tests 28.09

Detailed assessment week 12†
Staff 19.59 Varied by staff cost variation‡

Varied by test cost variation§
£ per treatment 12

Tests 179.61

12

Basic assessments (total for weeks 16, 20)†
Staff 31.45 Varied by staff cost variation‡

Varied by test cost variation§
£ per treatment

Tests 23.28

Detailed assessment week 24†
Staff 23.45 Varied by staff cost variation‡

Varied by test cost variation§
£ per treatment 12

Tests 39.98

Basic assessments (total for weeks 28,32,40,44)†
Staff 62.89 Varied by staff cost variation‡

Varied by test cost variation§
£ per treatment 12

Tests 47.56

Detailed assessment week 36†
Staff 19.59 Varied by staff cost variation‡

Varied by test cost variation§
£ per treatment 12

Tests 26.03

Detailed assessment week 48†
Staff 23.45 Varied by staff cost variation‡

Varied by test cost variation§
£ per treatment 12

Tests 39.98

SVR surveillance (total for weeks 4, 12, 24 post treatment)†
Staff 42.2 Varied by staff cost variation‡

Varied by test cost variation§
£ per treatment 12

Tests 95.76

IDU extra nurse time

12 weeks of treatment 104.89 Varied by staff cost variation‡
and IDU staff time variation||

£ per treatment Little data¶
24 weeks of treatment 129.73

48 weeks of treatment 179.41

(Continued)
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doubled for treatment durations of 12/48 weeks).
Costs for HCV disease states (used for best supportive
care costs) and antiviral treatment delivery (excluding
drug costs) are shown in Table 3. Although HCV-
infected IDUs may incur additional supportive care
costs when compared with infected ex/non-IDU, we
assumed no difference in costs. We itemized treatment
delivery costs by appointment, separated into staff and
test costs; a detailed breakdown can be found in Shep-
herd et al.12

We assumed treating IDUs accrues additional treat-
ment delivery costs (two psychiatric sessions prior to
treatment, double the number of basic assessments
during treatment, and 50% additional nursing time at
each hospital visit; Graham Foster, pers. commun.).
Due to difficulty assessing the uncertainty around
costs, we sampled staff and test costs, and additional
IDU staff time parameters from 80%-120% of the
baseline estimate, and used these to vary the baseline
cost estimates for treatment delivery.
Sensitivity Analysis. We performed a linear regres-

sion analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) analysis on the
ICER comparing treatment of IDUs to no treatment
(at 40% prevalence) and calculated the proportion of
the sum of squares contributed by each parameter to
estimate the importance of individual parameters to
the overall uncertainty.35 We also performed a one-way
sensitivity analysis to identify whether specific model
assumptions have a large effect on the 40% prevalence

scenario analysis, and whether these alter the most
cost-effective policy decision. We varied the IDU SVR
rate (half or three-quarters of non/ex-IDU SVR), ge-
notype (all genotype 1 or all genotype 2/3), time hori-
zon (extending it to 100 or 200 years), discount rate
(0% health discounting), treatment number (5 or 20
treatments per year), treatment duration (5 or 20
years), and treatment delivery costs (staff time and test
costs required for undertaking treatment, excluding
fixed antiviral drug costs) for IDU (equal or double
the mean cost for an ex/non-IDU). We also explored a
scenario where ex-IDU uninfected utility values are
reduced (from 1 to 0.9) and average lifespan for both
IDU and ex-IDU is reduced by 7 years (in addition to
overdose-related and other mortality risks during injec-
tion). Finally, we examined treatment at a moderate
stage instead of a mild stage.

Results

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis. Table 4 presents the
costs, QALYs, and ICERs for no treatment (best sup-
portive care), antiviral treatment for IDU (10 treat-
ments per 1,000 IDU annually for 10 years), and anti-
viral treatment for ex/non-IDU (10 treatments
annually for 10 years). Results are shown for three
baseline chronic HCV prevalence scenarios among
IDUs (20%, 40%, and 60%).

TABLE 3. (Continued)

Parameter: Costs

Mean

2003-2004

Value** Distribution Units Ref.

IDU extra basic assessments

12 weeks of treatment £ per treatment Little data¶
Staff 47.16 Varied by test cost variation§

Varied by staff cost variation‡
and IDU staff time variation||

Tests 34.92

24 weeks of treatment

Staff 78.60

Tests 58.20

48 weeks of treatment

Staff 141.48

Tests 104.76

IDU psychiatric visits***

Staff 41.94 Varied by staff cost variation‡
and IDU staff time variation||

£ per treatment Little data¶

*Used for best supportive care costs for each disease stage.

**Costs were updated from 2003/04 to 2009/10 prices using the Hospital and community health pay and prices index;

***Two visits comprising of 20 min nurse (grade H assumed) and 10 min consultant doctor.

†For a detailed breakdown of staffing time/salaries, tests, and test costs see Shepherd et al.12

‡Staff value calculated by multiplying mean staff cost by a staff cost variation parameter, uniformly sampled between 0.8 and 1.2.

§Test value calculated by multiplying mean test cost with a test cost variation parameter, uniformly sampled between 0.8 and 1.2.
||IDU staff cost value calculated by multiplying mean staff cost by a staff cost variation parameter and an extra IDU staff time variation parameter (both uni-

formly sampled between 0.8 and 1.2).

¶Estimated by Graham Foster. Nurse time/salary calculated from Shepherd et al.12
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Treating IDUs is the most cost-effective policy
option at 20% and 40% chronic prevalence, with
ICERs (compared with no treatment) of £521 and
£2,539 per QALY, respectively. Treatment of ex/non-
IDUs is dominated by treatment of IDUs at these
prevalences (i.e., more costly and less effective). At
60% chronic prevalence, treatment of ex/non-IDUs is
slightly more cost-effective than treating IDUs, with
an ICER (compared with no treatment) of £6,803 per
QALY, in line with previous economic evaluations of
HCV treatment for this group.12,14 The cost-effective-
ness acceptability curves in Figs. 1 and 2 show that at
20% and 40% prevalence, treatment of IDUs is the
most cost-effective option using the NICE threshold
for cost-effective interventions (£20,000-£30,000 per
QALY gained). In contrast, at 60% prevalence, Fig. 3
suggests that it is 57%-60% likely that treating
ex/non-IDUs is the more cost-effective option, but
both options are below the NICE threshold.
In all prevalence settings, providing treatment (to

IDUs or ex/non-IDUs) results in additional costs and
QALYs compared with no treatment (best supportive

care), indicating that treatment is unlikely to be cost-sav-
ing. This is illustrated in Supporting Figs. 2-4, which
show the cost-effectiveness plane for each prevalence sce-
nario, with most simulations falling within the upper
right-hand quadrant. In the 20% and 40% prevalence
IDU treatment scenarios, total costs are lower than in
the ex/non-IDU scenario because of reductions in
onward infections (leading to higher QALYs and reduced
HCV-associated medical costs). The lower the baseline
prevalence, the higher the QALY gain when treating
IDUs, as treatments result in a larger relative reduction
in prevalence. In the 60% prevalence setting, costs are
higher for treating IDU than ex/non-IDU; any beneficial
prevention effects are offset by increased reinfection.
Sensitivity/Uncertainty Analysis. The ANCOVA

analysis in Supporting Fig. 5 shows that most variabili-
ty (55%) in the ICER at 40% prevalence results from
uncertainty in the cost parameters associated with care
in the different HCV progression states. Additional
variability is related to uncertainty in the mild SVR
utility value (6%) and the transition probabilities from
mild to moderate (6%), moderate to cirrhosis (12%),

Table 4. Economic Evaluation Results with Treatment at a Mild Stage Versus no Treatment (Best Supportive Care) for 20%,
40%, and 60% Baseline Chronic HCV Prevalences

Scenario Mean Total Costs (in 1000 of £) [95% Interval] Mean Total QALYs [95% Interval] Mean ICER [95% Interval]

20% prevalence

No treatment £20,010 [£12,654-£32,344] 137,066 [96,704-206,932]

Treat IDUs £20,163 [£12,986-£32,246] 137,360 [96,916-207,307] £521* [£-408-£1,839]

Treat ex/non-IDUs £20,552 [£13,243-£32,788] 137,146 [96,762-207,057] dominated†
40% prevalence

No treatment £40,774 [£26,053-£65,483] 123,053 [87,031-185,394]

Treat IDUs £41,119 [£26,536-£65,873] 123,217 [87,191-185,618] £2,539* [£1,262-£4,822]

Treat ex/non-IDUs £41,316 [£26,610-£66,035] 123,133 [87,129-185,488] dominated†
60% prevalence

No treatment £61,475 [£39,424-£98,863] 109,084 [76,883-163,857]

Treat ex/non-IDUs £62,017 [£39,969-£99,413] 109,163 [76,979-163,972] £6,803* [£-16,007-£38,570]

Treat IDUs £62,066 [£40,048-£99,456] 109,161 [76,978-163,961] dominated†

All costs given in 2010 GBP. QALYs: quality-adjusted life years.

*Compared to no treatment.

†Indicating the alternative treatment scenario has fewer incremental costs and more incremental QALYs.

Fig. 1. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for the 20% chronic
prevalence scenario.

Fig. 2. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for the 40% chronic
prevalence scenario.
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cirrhosis to decompensated cirrhosis (5%), and IDU
death (7%). Uncertainty in the uninfected IDU utility
value and costs related to antiviral treatment contrib-
utes little to the variability in projections.
Figure 4 shows that none of the univariate sensitivity

analyses on the ICER (treatment of IDUs as compared
with no treatment) for the 40% prevalence scenario
changed the optimal policy choice of treating IDU.
Reducing the SVR among IDUs by one-quarter or half
increases the ICER by nearly 50% and 150%, respec-
tively. Treatment of an all genotype 1 population results
in a higher ICER (þ50%) due to a lower SVR, whereas
treating all genotype 2/3 reduces the ICER (�60%).
Lowering the uninfected ex-IDU utility value (to 0.9)
and average lifespan by 7 years results in an increase in
ICER (þ40%) for treating IDUs and the ICER for
treating ex-IDUs also increases. Using a health discount
rate of 0% instead of 3.5% per year substantially
reduces the ICER to just below zero (cost saving) due
to increased savings from future infections averted.
Treatment at a moderate stage is more cost-effective
than treating at a mild stage, with an ICER of £1,082.
Increasing the time horizon to 100 years reduces the
ICER by nearly 50% due to further prevention and
treatment benefits, with reductions stabilizing at 200
years due to discounting. The ICER for treatment of
ex/non-IDUs as compared with no treatment stabilizes
at about £4,200 for long time horizons. Changes in
IDU treatment delivery costs, treatment rate, or treat-
ment duration do not alter the ICER substantially.

Discussion

Our results suggest treating chronic HCV infection
among injectors and ex- or noninjectors is cost-effec-
tive, but treating injectors may be more cost-effective
when the chronic HCV prevalence among IDU is
below 60% (about 80% antibody prevalence). In these
scenarios, treating injectors results in more QALYs

gained through the prevention of onward transmission
than are lost from reinfection. The model projections
suggest that this policy decision holds even if SVR
rates among injectors are half of those published for
ex/non-IDUs, although it is unclear if clinicians would
be willing to treat IDUs with response rates as low as
this. Our analysis provides evidence that HCV treat-
ment among injectors should not be restricted because
of concerns over reinfection, but should be prioritized
as HCV treatment services expand.
Strengths and Weaknesses. We present model pro-

jections, not empirical evidence. Interpretation must
be cautious, as models can only raise and corroborate
hypotheses rather than directly test them. Key limita-
tions relate to the simplifying assumptions of the
model and uncertainty around several parameters.
First, there is a lack of information on expected treat-

ment costs and SVRs for providing HCV treatment to
injectors in the community. Indeed, current studies of
SVR in injectors, although encouraging, are generally
small and among self-selected patients, who may have
higher SVR rates than the IDU population in general.18

The presence of favorable factors (younger age or milder
liver disease) may balance IDU-factors that reduce

Fig. 3. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for the 60% chronic
prevalence scenario.

Fig. 4. Results of the one-way sensitivity analysis showing the incre-
mental cost-effectiveness ratio (treating IDUs as compared with no
treatment) for the 40% baseline prevalence scenario. The axis is cen-
tered on the ICER for the baseline analysis (£2,539 per QALY saved)
and the figure simulates 1,000 parameter sets for each individual pa-
rameter change. In all simulations the optimal policy decision
remained as in the baseline analysis (treating IDUs is most cost-
effective).
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treatment response; however, data on this are lacking.
The results of our sensitivity analysis are encouraging
because they suggest the findings are robust to a large
drop in SVR; however, larger studies are needed to es-
tablish SVR rates among injectors. Extra training costs
for treating IDUs (in primary care, prison, and/or spe-
cialist treatment agencies) are likely, in addition to the
extra clinic visits included in our analysis. We did not
include costs of drug treatment/opiate substitution
treatment (OST) as part of the HCV treatment,
although most injectors entering HCV treatment are
likely to be on OST. Adding OST costs does not neces-
sarily reduce the cost-effectiveness of HCV treatment
because OST has other benefits such as reducing crime
costs and drug-related mortality, and possibly increasing
HCV treatment compliance.33,36 In the UK and many
countries with developed OST programs there are sub-
stantial numbers of untreated patients, hence OST
could be an important point of contact for treatment
recruitment. Initially, the limiting step to scaling-up
treatment, therefore, is availability of hepatitis nurses to
deliver treatment, which is growing in a number of
sites36,37 that have achieved high uptake rates.37

Second, there are a lack of data related to IDU and
ex-IDU utility values and lifespan either with or with-
out chronic HCV infection, and after successful treat-
ment.15,38 Previous evaluations on HCV utility values
and costs have been performed in a mixed population
of non-IDUs and those with an injection history. It is
likely former IDUs would have lower uninfected utility
values and shorter lifespans than those who have never
injected, but specific values were unavailable.
Third, the current model does not include heteroge-

neity in infection risk and treatment accessibility. The
presence of ‘‘high risk, high transmitter’’ subpopulations
that could be less likely to enter or comply with HCV
treatment could reduce the prevention impact and cost-
effectiveness. Conversely, those who access and com-
plete treatment may subsequently be less likely to
transmit the disease. However, the natural history of
injection and potential impact of such heterogeneity is
complex.39 Higher risk subpopulations are not necessar-
ily fixed, with IDUs having periods of higher and lower
risk at different times during their injection career.
Other models have suggested that high risk in the first
year of injection or the presence of high-risk groups can
limit primary prevention.40 The lack of age-structure in
the current model also means that we cannot accurately
utilize age-specific death rates.41,42 These limitations
need to be addressed by incorporating more complexity
in future model projections and undertaking empirical
research to determine the conditions, patient character-

istics, and timing under which HCV treatment can be
delivered and any associated changes in SVR.
Comparison with Other Studies. The cost-effec-

tiveness of HCV antiviral treatment in terms of reduc-
ing morbidity and future liver disease to the individual
is established, and our ex/non-IDU model predictions
are consistent with these estimates (£3,000-£10,000
per QALY gained depending on treatment re-
gime).12,15 No other studies, to our knowledge, have
examined the cost-effectiveness of treating injectors
including the prevention effect, or compared the cost-
effectiveness of different clinical/policy decisions on
whether it is justified to treat injectors as well as non-
injecting populations, which requires a dynamic model
as presented here.
Implications and Future Research. Hepatitis C

transmission risk remains high among injectors in
most populations, even when there is high coverage of
prevention interventions such as needle and syringe
programs and OST.8,9 Our research indicates HCV
treatment could play a role in prevention among the
IDU population,10,11 and treating IDUs is likely to be
cost-effective across a wide range of prevalences. Em-
pirical studies examining the treatment of IDUs and
measuring the effects on prevalence are warranted.
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